CIRCULAR CUTTERS
"DISC" series

> DISC-100 model (samples of 100 cm²)
> DISC-50  model (samples of 50 cm²)
> DISC-25  model (samples of 25 cm²)
> DISC-10  model (samples of 10 cm²)
> DISC-64  model (samples of 10 ln²)
> DISC-32  model (samples of 5 ln²)

Manually operated by rotary knob to cut samples accurately from Paper Corrugated Cardboard (maximum thickness 5 mm), Aluminum Foil, Films for grammage determination.
CIRCULAR CUTTERS “DISC” series

GENERAL INFORMATION

The cutting is done by placing the samples on a porous rubber plate included in the standard supply and applying the sample cutter on top of the paper - cardboard board..., to be cut, its knob is rotated by pressing it downwards at the same time. One turn of the knob is enough so that the final sample is cut impeccably.

The change of the blades is carried out by the side neck of the device.

The lowering movement of the blades is always blocked by a device located next to the neckline. Pulling the small knurled cylinder out and giving it a quarter turn, the movement is free for cutting.

Spare parts:

➢ DISC Series Spare Set: Includes 5 rubber plates and 100 replacement blades

- Easy to use
- Safety of use
- Robust design
- Cut samples guaranteed up to 5 mm thick

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS OF CIRCULAR CUTTERS “DISC” series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting diameter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DIMENSIONS OF TRANSPORT PACKAGING APPROX: 300 x 300 x 300 mm (W x D X H)
GROSS WEIGHT APPROX.: 5 Kg

STANDARD SUPPLY CONTENT:
* “DISC” series Circular Cutter requested model